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PORTERS LEAVE ON SPECIAL FOR DARTMOUTH GAME

Text continues:

The team leaves this afternoon for New England. They will leave at 3:00 and will arrive in New England at 5:30. They will arrive in New England on the 11:20 train from the West Philadelphia High School and will arrive in New England on the 11:20 train from the West Philadelphia High School and will leave New England on the 11:20 train from the West Philadelphia High School.

SHEPARDSON'S MOTOR BARGE PARADE PROCEEDS

Text continues:

The parade will proceed to the Polo Grounds, where it will arrive at 4:30. The parade will then continue to the Metropolitan Opera House, where it will arrive at 5:00. The parade will then proceed to the New York Public Library, where it will arrive at 5:15. The parade will then proceed to the New York Public Library, where it will arrive at 5:15. The parade will then proceed to the New York Public Library, where it will arrive at 5:15.
Well, Boys It's Getting Close to Dance Time

That means—"Happy Rags"—a boiled shirt and all the other inconsequential trimmings you look so well in.

"Gummy" has ready for you every required accessory for formal occasions.

[Advertisement for a University tradition and other events]

The Sign of the Full Moon

[Dance Tickets.—Turn in to Mr. Bushnell.]

[Advertisement for a University tradition and other events]
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Berkshire Life Insurance Company of PITTSFIELD, MASS.

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business and connecting themselves with this Company.

There has never been a time when life insur-

ance has been in such popular favor as now; nor a
time when people are so dependent upon life in-

surance as now. For a time when life insurance

was so generally recognized as a necessity. Because

of these conditions the business opens a

ance has been in such popular favor as now; nor
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LATIN!

Which tools for years

you wish get in this month?

Learn Latin by any interesting and easy

SCHOOL LATIN

Conversational method, which insures a more thorough knowledge

IN SIX MONTHS

than is usually acquired in four years by the customary methods.

Terms: Private Lessons 25 each

Term: Private Lessons 50 each

app. of G. B. Harmion, 2712 Spruce St., Philadelphia

Phone, Presto 2853

45th and Parrish Streets

SCOTT-POWELL

MILK

ICE CREAM

BOXING EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

Contests at Eastern Travelers’ Auditorium

4225 Baltimore Avenue

Balcony reserved for ladies. Admission 50c. including War Tax

DON’T

B. A. J.

And Pay High

Prices for Shoes

You Can Buy

Del Mar

SHOES

For Men

And Save $3 to $5

Come Around to

Kobl’s Tailor Shop

at 3703 Spruce St.

Thursday or Friday

And See the Smartest

in Footwear at

$8 - $9 - $10

Or When Downtown

Look Us Up

The Downstairs Store for Men

Del Mar & Company

1211 Chestnut Street

Are You Fussy

About Your Looks?

Then Wear Top-Grade

Walk-Overs

F

FOR HERE is a whole series of the raciest shoe shapes ever conceived. With your exact, comfortable fit in dozens of them.

ROGUES or dress types — the selection is unrestricted. Cordovan, Viking Calf, the new shades of lighter Tan — Black Kangaroo and Kid and meaty Hunter Calf. They are all here in very correct and last-minute fashion.

Top Grade Still

$10 to $14.50

Specials at $7.75 and $8.75

Walk-Over

The Harper Shoe Co.

WALK-OVER SHOPS

1211 Chestnut St. 1628 Market St.